EDITORIAL

HIV/AIDS in Africa — a role for the mental health
practioner?
In the last few decades psychiatric discourse has undergone an
important change in its scope and focus. During the heady
days of psychoanalytic hegemony, psychiatrists were willing to
prognosticate or pontificate on just about anything, from
individual neurosis through to social maladies, from medicine
to literature, from the unconscious to the conscious.
Nowadays, psychiatry self-consciously emphasises its origins
as a medical discipline, focuses its diagnostic efforts on
operationally defined psychiatric disorders, and argues the
value of specific pharmacotherapies and psychotherapies in
treating these conditions.
There is plenty to keep the medically orientated psychiatrist
busy. Neuropsychiatric disorders comprise 5 of the 10 most
1
disabling of all medical disorders. Depression, anxiety
disorders, and substance use are the most prevalent psychiatric
disorders; these are significantly underdiagnosed and
2
undertreated in both the developed and the developing world.
Nevertheless, advances in the neurosciences have led to new
knowledge on the psychobiology of the major psychiatric
disorders, and an ever-expanding range of effective
pharmacotherapies and psychotherapies are now available for
their treatment.
At the same time the psychiatrist cannot but grapple with
the broader issues. During apartheid much was written about
the effects of social repression on individuals’ mental health.
With democracy, questions were raised about whether
processes such as the Truth and Reconciliation Commission
would help those who had experienced gross human rights
violations, and who now suffered from conditions such as post3
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Ten years after the end of
apartheid violence is an endemic phenomenon in South
African society, so that physicians need to screen rigorously for
exposure to trauma and for the presence of post-traumatic
sequelae, and to devote their attention to broader social
interventions that can help decrease risk factors (e.g. poverty
4
and gender inequity) for violence.
But the biggest mental health challenge in Africa, now and in
the foreseeable future, is HIV/AIDS. First, there is good
evidence from studies in the developed world, and in Africa,
that the prevalence of psychiatric disorders is increased in
people living with HIV/AIDS (PWA); HIV/AIDS is associated
5
with depression, delirium, and ultimately dementia. Second,
although there have been few studies of psychopathology in
HIV orphans in Africa, it can be expected that children who
face multiple losses and stressors will experience significant
developmental disruptions and ultimately high levels of
6
psychiatric disorder. Third, many members of society,
including caregivers of people with HIV, people who are
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untested but aware that they are at great risk, may well be at
7
risk for developing psychiatric disorders. Fourth, the presence
of stressors and psychiatric disorders, such as PTSD, may well
8
put people at risk for developing HIV, or for more rapid
9,10
progression of the disease.
The experience of trauma in Africa has had a number of
important lessons. First, suffering should not be equated with
psychiatric disorder; many have suffered trauma, but not
11
psychiatric disorder. Similarly, resilience should not be
underestimated. Even among those suffering from psychiatric
disorders, there are different levels of functioning, with some
people able to maintain relatively high levels of family and
12
occupational function. Third, effective leadership from a
range of stakeholders can play a much more important role
than the mental health care community. Strong leaders,
together with community mobilisation, can effect changes in
the fundamental factors that increase the risk of violence, and
can enhance the extent to which people are able to cope with
adverse circumstances. While it is interesting to consider
whether perpetration of violence is primarily mediated in part
by individual psychopathology,13 given its social roots, what is
needed to end apartheid or other kinds of violence is a broad
change in community knowledge, attitudes, and practices.
These lessons also apply to HIV/AIDS. There will be many
who suffer from HIV/AIDS directly or indirectly; it is
reductionistic merely to equate such suffering with particular
kinds of psychopathology. We can expect that HIV/AIDS will
significantly increase the burden of mental illness in South
Africa and the need for psychiatric treatment resources, but we
can also hope that many of those with HIV/AIDS (witness the
remarkable work of the Treatment Action Campaign) can
nevertheless make significant contributions to taking action
against the further spread of the virus. However, ultimately, to
be successful, work on HIV/AIDS will require significant
6
leadership from all sectors of society. While it is interesting to
speculate whether denial of HIV/AIDS reflects individuals’
rigidity in thought, at the end of the day what is crucially
needed is a reversal of community knowledge, attitudes and
practices regarding HIV/AIDS.
Reversing community knowledge, attitudes, and practices
with regard to violence and to sex can certainly draw on
scientific principles. A psychoanalytic perspective can
comment readily on how fundamental sex and aggression are,
and how resistance to change will spring up at every turn. An
evidence-based perspective would encourage rigorous data
collection, and the formulation of evidence-based policy.
Nevertheless, the question of how to effect social changes
optimally is too important to be left in the hands of medical
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specialists; we can lead by example (witness the courageous
stance of Professor William Makgoba14), but we must hope that
many outside of medicine will take up the work against
HIV/AIDS on behalf of our patients. Africa stands at a crucial
juncture, HIV promises to further decimate our people and
destabilise our communities, but it also provides an important
opportunity for ensuring that we tackle many of our social ills
(e.g. poverty and gender in equity) in a constructive way.
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SECOND NATIONAL AIDS CONFERENCE
The second South African AIDS Conference will be held in Durban in June 2005.
The theme of this year’s conference is Unity and Accountability, reflecting the feeling of
optimism and hope and the many new challenges brought about by the antiretroviral
treatment programme.
The formal conference programme will be structured around four tracks: Basic and Clinical
Sciences; Epidemiology, Prevention and Public Health; Social and Economic Sciences,
Human Rights and Ethics; and Best Practices.
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The 2nd South African AIDS Conference will be held at the International
Convention Centre in Durban on 7 - 10 June 2005. More information may
be obtained from www.sa-aidsconference.com
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